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Methane is a potent greenhouse gas that is 

estimated to be over eighty times more effective 

at trapping heat in the atmosphere than carbon 

dioxide over a twenty year period.  

Emissions can cause many negative financial 

impacts to a corporation from over-reporting 

emissions events, loss of a valuable commodity 

as well as reputation and brand damage to the 

business.   

There are many obstacles with safely conducting 

efficient Oil and Gas operations that also comply with environmental regulations. Tens of thousands to 

hundreds of thousands of dollars for many corporations are lost each year from the cost of technology 

falsely identifying leaks (false alarm), technology missing the detection of an emission, the time to localize 

the leak and repair it, the time to understand why the gas release occurred, the environmental impact, the 

cost of lost hydrocarbons, as well as safety aspects of the personnel that manage these operations. 

Approximately 70% of emissions come from 2% of assets in the oil and gas industry and many are 

intermittent lasting less than a minute so existing methane emissions detection programs do not properly 

capture these.  

Challenges identifying & troubleshooting methane leaks 

There are several difficulties associated with finding and repairing a methane leak, including detecting the 

emission, localizing the leak point, conducting the investigation safely, understanding what caused the 

leak to occur, determining if there were any additional areas damaged during the rupture and confirming 

the repair was done correctly. 

Methane is a colorless, odorless gas, making it impossible to detect a leak using human senses. The time 

to locate a leak is a critical factor as methane escapes can have profound consequences as it is highly 

explosive and small leaks can become larger, more dangerous leaks. Process systems can be complex, 

with multiple points of failure, making it challenging to determine the root cause of a leak. Leak Detection 

and Repair (LDAR) teams regularly look for emissions on scheduled scans, but this only occurs 

intermittently and often the focus is on common points of failure. 



Some technologies used for methane emissions 

monitoring can have obstacles detecting emissions 

due to weather effects. No winds or high-speed 

winds can cause the emissions either not to travel to 

the detection element or skirt past it at higher 

elevations; tank tops and flares are notorious for 

this.  

Once a leak is identified in the area, determining the 

exact location can be difficult, especially in large 

operations where equipment is spread over a wide 

area. Many emissions monitoring technologies for  

detecting methane do not efficiently pinpoint the leak 

making it challenging for LDAR teams to quickly localize. Methane is a highly flammable gas, making it 

dangerous to be around a release, especially when H2S is present. Special precautions and equipment 

are required to ensure the safety of personnel involved in the troubleshooting process. 

 

Once a leak has been identified and localized it must be corrected. Confirming that a leak has been 

completely stopped can be difficult, as small amounts of methane may still be escaping, or may be 

intermittent. There can also be multiple leaks when a rupture occurs so further inspections are typically 

required to determine the full extent of all areas damaged.  

When Investigative analysis of the emission is performed it can be extremely challenging taking dozens of 

hours to understand what occurred. Data must be reviewed for the leak, including any relevant records, 

reports, and observations. Often not enough information is available to fully understand what occurred, 

and operational methane leaks will likely occur again. 

Effects from false methane alarms   

False alarm investigation can consume valuable time and resources, potentially delaying important tasks 

and reducing operational efficiency. The cost of investigating the incorrect alarms, including personnel, 

equipment, and transportation, can add up quickly, leading to higher operating costs in the tens of  

thousands of dollars per site per year. False alarms can also lead to over reporting of methane emissions, 

potentially causing negative financial effects to the corporation. Frequent incorrect alarms can reduce 

confidence in the methane emissions detection system, leading to false alarm fatigue and making it 

harder for operations and LDAR teams to trust the results. Investigating the invalid alarms can also pose 

a risk to personnel, especially when the investigation requires entry into hazardous areas. Transportation 

incidents are one of the deadliest events for corporations and unnecessary travel to a site poses an 

unneeded risk. 

There are many methane releases during normal operations that are expected like truck loading, 

methane slip from compressors, flaring and tank venting (if permitted in the jurisdiction) and most 

methane emissions monitoring solutions cannot determine the difference between expected and 

unexpected releases.   

The Kuva Systems Solution 

Kuva Systems has commercialized the world’s first multispectral camera system that is cost effective 

enough to install across upstream facilities, including tank batteries, central processing facilities, well 

pads, compressor stations and beyond. The Kuva GCI360 camera uses a passive Shortwave Infrared 

(SWIR) sensor which optically scans each region-of-interest repeatedly to detect and measure emissions 

from a distance, while pinpointing the leak to its source. With a range of 50-100 meters and 270 degrees 



of site coverage with its integrated pan-stage, most sites only require a single camera. Camera emissions 

images are processed on the camera in real-time and uploaded over an ethernet connection or via LTE 

modem. 

What makes the GCI360 affordable across all upstream operations is the nature of how the camera 

functions. Rather than using a large format, expensive infrared sensor, Kuva uses a single pixel and 

scans it across the scene in a 2D raster pattern to generate imagery that is processed directly on the 

camera. A variety of algorithms then shape and evaluate this scan data to generate images that clearly 

show the absence or evidence of emissions across the facility. Once installed, the camera system can be 

fully autonomous, while operators interact remotely with the system via APIs (Application Programming 

Interface) or a web dashboard. 

 

 
 

The web dashboard provides a variety of configuration options, like a home security system. Operators 

can scan what they want, when they want, while extracting analytics of emission events over time. Power 

users often want access to more of these configuration options, while light users may only want to interact 

with the imagery when an emissions alarm is triggered. The GCI360 imagery shows pixel values, mapped 

to color, that correspond to column density estimates of gas at every pixel. In other words, we are actively 

measuring the number of methane molecules present at every scanned pixel in our image. The units of 

these gas pixel values are ppm-m, or density measured across a column distance. Our quantification 

algorithms use these column density values, along with local wind data as provided by a camera-mounted 

ultrasonic anemometer and other metadata, to compute leak rate estimates of individual images, and 

average those over multiple emissions events. 

 Correlation of corporate operation data and Kuva solutions data   

When Kuva solutions data is overlaid with corporate process data, troubleshooting can be effectively 

performed, and investigative analysis can be expedited. Leaks can be corrected and or systems can be 

re-engineered so the leak does not occur again. Data can help identify if a sensor has failed, does a set 

point need to be adjusted or have springs weakened on the thief hatch or pressure relief valve. 



The Kuva Solution is continuously monitored with 

proprietary data analytics that can differentiate 

between operational & scheduled maintenance 

events and unexpected emissions events that need 

to be repaired.  

The solution can distinguish from expected events 

like emissions from tanker loading vs real methane 

leaks created by overpressure events, which is not 

possible for most other technologies.   

 

As the system optically scans the area frequently 

the majority of intermittent releases are captured, 

and the operations team can rectify them quickly. 

The system scans the entire area and locates leaks 

in expected and unexpected areas that LDAR 

testing can miss . 

 High wind speed or no wind does not affect the 

detection of a release as the emissions are 

captured optically. 

The Kuva solution is complementary to the existing 

LDAR program as images quickly identify the exact 

location where the leak is occurring and with the 

LDAR team reviewing the images the repair 

process is expedited .   

Common operational issues identified with the Kuva Solution 

Un-Zeroed TVP Transmitter 

At a tank farm that had been in operation for over a year a Kuva System was installed to monitor for 

methane emissions. Corporate process data did not show any over pressure that would indicate a leak. 

The Kuva solution indicated that leaking was occurring and It was discovered that the pressure 

transmitters had never been zeroed from the time of installation. Once the transmitters had been properly 

calibrated, they were able to stop the emissions. 

Corroded VRT Header in uncommon leak point 

With the Kuva Solutions at another customer site it was found there was a leak at the bottom of the 

header connector from the tanks to the VRT. The area was perforated and as the leak was at an 

uncommon leak point the LDAR team did not catch it with their routine scans. This was also determined 

to be a very intermittent leak so periodic scans would not have captured it.  

Plugged Flame Arrestor 

The Kuva solutions identified that there were emissions near the bottom of the tanks which was an 

uncommon point for leaks. When Kuva solution data was overlaid with corporate process data it showed 

no pressure events to indicate this was occurring. It was later discovered during data analytics review a 



compressor had gone down and there was a clogged flame arrestor. Measurements were added into the 

system and the issue was repaired. 

Truck loading 

Truck loading is a common occurrence, and most 

methane monitoring solutions are not able to 

determine the difference between an expected 

methane leak and an unexpected emissions event. 

The RGB camera coupled with SWIR technology in 

the Kuva Solution is able to identify emissions and 

then with proprietary technology it is determined 

this is an expected leak and no alarm is triggered.   

This reduces a tremendous amount of costly 

reaction by operations groups.  

 

Multiple sites with emissions from un operational flaring   

At multiple sites for a large energy producer, flares with no ignition were identified using the Kuva 

solution. Corporate process data showed nothing was wrong as the pilot light indicated it was in correct 

operation at each site. The corporation was using a blower assisted flare design and it was based on 

initial product rates. As the rates had gone into decline this caused the flare to blow out the ignition 

source, but the pilot light stayed activated. This resulted in a multi facility redesign.  

Independent Testing  

The U.S. government-funded Methane Emissions Technology Evaluation Center at Colorado State 

University evaluated the performance of eleven continuous monitoring solutions including Kuva’s Gas 

Cloud Imaging technology and found Kuva’s solution was the only one that eliminated false alarms while 

providing clear leak source attribution and strong detection performance. 

Conclusion 

Kuva solutions eliminates or highly reduces many of the common obstacles with methane emissions and 

running efficient O&G operations safely. Hundreds of thousands per year can be saved across a 

corporation’s operations from improved efficiency, reduced emissions, and increased safety.  

The Kuva solution is cost effective to place at all upstream facilities, including tank batteries, central 

processing facilities, well pads, compressor stations and beyond. 

Investigative analysis of what initiated the leak to occur is efficiently conducted with Kuva data overlaid 

with corporate operations data and the emissions are quickly repaired and or the site is re-designed so it 

doesn’t occur again. 

LDAR teams are more efficient and can quickly locate the leak with pictures of the emissions and leaks 

can be sealed quickly. 

Intermittent leaks are discovered with the Kuva optical solution independent of weather effects and with 

the proprietary technology highly expensive and unsafe false alarms are eliminated eradicating alarm 

fatigue and the expense from travelling to site.  



Over reporting emissions due to false alarms is eliminated so financial effects to the corporation are 

reduced.  

The cost of leaked hydrocarbons, a valuable resource, can also be minimized.  

Operations teams and LDAR teams are safer as leaks are corrected promptly and teams do not respond 

to false alarms.  
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